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= CREDIT CARD AUTHORISATION = 

H/CC  

Manual Credit Request For Ticketing  

JV317284567841005/V1  Verify card only - no approval code  

JV317284567841005/T410.00/D1204/MBA  Request credit card approval code for hand written 
ticket; with mandatory expiry date and merchant airline 
vendor code  

Note: Expiry date is mandatory on all credit cards except UATP cards and is mandatory on FCC 
entries  

   

= CALCULATOR = 

Calculator                                                                                                           H/CALC 

XX546+52  Addition  

XX564–52  Subtraction  

XX564*52  Multiplication  

XX564/52  Division  

XX1234567890/7  If a ticket number is divided by 7, the remainder gives the 
check digit  

XX11:45+4:45  Adds 4 hours 45 minutes onto 1145  

 

= AUXILIARY SEGMENTS =  

Sell                                                                                                                        H/AUX 

Auxiliary segments include air taxi, cars, hotels, surface transportation and tours. 
Cars and hotels are covered in separate chapters.  

0ATXZZNN1LGA15JUN–LAGUARDIA TO 
WASHINGTON  

Request air taxi segment From La Guardia with text, to 
be arranged by carrier ZZ  

0TURZZBK1RNO26NOV–CF–08291647  Enter tour segment in Booking File with BK status. The 
confirmation number 08291647 has been given by 
vendor ZZ, when confirmed outside the system  
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0SURZZNN2SOU23JAN–DO–
NYC/ATLANTIC CRUISE ON QE2  

Surface transportation with Embarkation point 
Southampton Disembarkation point New York and 
optional information to be arranged by carrier ZZ  

XN  Cancel all non air segments 

*IX  Display auxiliary segments only  

*HIX  Display booking history of auxiliary segments  

LD/ALL/AUX/1NOV*30NOV–D  Display list of all Booking files with an auxiliary segment 
dated between 1NOV and 30NOV (see Booking File 
Lists in BF chapter)  

Note: See also Cars Sell and Hotels Sell for other auxiliary segments  

   

= PRODUCT DIRECTORY = 

H/PD  

PD  Display main menu  

PD*BO Display by vendor  

PD/TOURS  Display products related to tours  

PD/VENDOR  Display list of vendors  

PD/CATEGORY  Display list of categories or products  

PD*BO/INDEX  Display index of specific vendor  

GC*14  Product Directory vendor index  

GC*14/NEWS  Product Directory News page 

Printability  

P–  All of the above inputs can be output to a printer by 
preceding the input with P–  

Example:  

P–PD/CATEGORY  Display list of categories or products; output is to printer  

 


